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June 23, 2016 Flood in West Virginia
• 10 inches of rain in 18 hours

• 23 people killed

• 1,500 homes destroyed

• 125 businesses destroyed 

• 4,000 homes damaged

• Federal disaster in 12 counties  
Drone Footage of Flood in Rainelle, WV

https://www.climate.gov/news-features/event-tracker/thousand-year-downpour-led-deadly-west-virginia-floods
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YQD4dRha3po


Research on the 2016 Flood

Available from Frontiers in WaterAvailable from Southeastern Geographer

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/frwa.2021.656417/full
https://muse.jhu.edu/article/761597/summary?casa_token=UGZLCJPBLWYAAAAA:byxZ54ovjf_2iSwOEbf6bT8sLxm8Sk_2lUDA28XgjR6BTtssmHTLUFJMUC5lPVSR6pVjWaY


Vulnerability in Greenbrier County
Rainelle
• Former timber town 
• $27,583 med. household income 
• 30.6% below poverty line 

White Sulphur 
• Home to Greenbrier Resort 
• $31,568 med. household income 
• 23.7% below poverty line

Counties impacted by 2016 Flood



Resilience in Greenbrier County

• High levels of social Capital -
ability of the community to draw on 
connections to act collectively

• Complex response included Faith 
Based Organizations (FBOs)

• Hope for revitalization
• Co-existence of resilience and 

vulnerability
A home being repaired by an FBO 

in May 2017 in Rainelle, WV



Resilience in Greenbrier County

Dedication for a rebuilt home in 
White Sulphur Springs in Aug 2017



The Appalachian Service Project: 
Rebuilding Hope in Rainelle 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nbnl47FV2Xw


Photovoice Project: Life during COVID-19 
Participants take photos 
of each other at an event • Participatory research 

method 
• Three main goals: 

• Empower people
• Promote dialogue
• Reach policymakers 

• 9 participants in Fall 2020
• Phone interviews throughout 
• Focus group in Summer 2021
• 850 photos!

Songs and stories during 
June 2021 focus group  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Continued work on flood recovery in the context of COVID via photvoice - more about the project 



Small Town Life During a Global Pandemic

When I go to Kroger I know every face I 
see. I know every single person I see. I've 

known them and have known them my 
entire life. So if somebody dies in this town, 
all of us know them. We know their family. 

We know their mama. You know what I 
mean? It means something. All of us 

grieve. … if you hear your neighbor died of 
COVID… it's more impactful in a town 
where there's just not that many of us. 



Pandemic Politics 
I saw her on the Saturday before she got sick in 

Walmart… and she had her mask on down below 
her nose. We joked about it and I said "You 

better keep it over your nose..." She said, "I hate 
these masks." She kept telling me that on the 

election, this would all go away. Well, she got it 
on election day. And she spent a month on a 

ventilator and you know, she just couldn't make 
it… She was special. I don't think there's any way 

to replace her to tell you the truth.



Economic Hardship 
We didn't have an economy here to start 
with, except the extractive resources, you 

know, the timber and the coal…

Coal mining is a thing of the past here, 
when I was growing up, my dad could walk 
to work to the mines. But there aren't any 
mines around here now. The only place 

there is for people to work is Kroger, Dollar 
General, convenience stores, you know, 

McDonald's and stuff like that.



Flood Anxieties   
I know for a fact that the town was literally devastated 
with the flood to the point, say we have another one, 
heaven forbid, that would do the town in. They would 

have to bulldoze everything and turn it into a big 
pasture or something.

Anytime they talk about the possibility of flooding, 
flash flooding, or a bad storm system or anything like 

that, everybody that owns business in that town or 
that lives in that town, absolutely, their nerves go on 
end. I can't eat, I can't sleep… everybody that I know 

of is in the same shape. 



The “Double Whammy” of Disaster
Everyone still is devastated about the flood 
and COVID just planted on top of it. Double 

whammy. We're intermingling these two 
catastrophes in our lives and minds.

The whole story about… dealing with COVID 
is we've been hit almost back to back. Yeah. 
It's a tough thing. It's a wonder there's any 

business left in town.

We lost almost every restaurant in town… 
From the flood, of course, and then since the 

flood, the COVID.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Explain some of these photos It all ties back to pre-disaster vulnerability - if Rainelle wasn’t vulnerable to begin with, they would not continue to struggle to recover and virus would not have been as bad. And so much of that vulnerability is related to economic downturn of the extractive industry - which was never designed to benefit them in the first place other than through jobs



Next steps: Photo exhibits in Rainelle and WVU  

WVU exhibit in Fall 202230 photos selected 

https://exhibits.lib.wvu.edu/exhibits/a-double-whammy-of-disasters


National inequity in flood vulnerability 
Sept 12 2021, National Public Radio- The Federal 
Government Sells Flood-Prone Homes To Often 
Unsuspecting Buyers

Aug 26 2021, New York Times - How Government 
Decisions Left Tennessee Exposed to Deadly 
Flooding

June 7, 2021, New York Times- FEMA Disaster Aid 
Often Widens Racial Disparities

Feb 22 2021, National Public Radio - Looming 
Disaster: New Data Reveal Where Flood Damage Is 
An Existential Threat

Oct 17, 2021, New York Times- As Manchin Blocks 
Climate Plan, His State Can't Hold Back Floods

https://www.npr.org/2021/09/13/1033993846/the-federal-government-sells-flood-prone-homes-to-often-unsuspecting-buyers-npr-
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/08/26/climate/tennessee-flood-damage-impact.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/06/07/climate/FEMA-race-climate.html
https://www.npr.org/2021/02/22/966428165/a-looming-disaster-new-data-reveal-where-flood-damage-is-an-existential-threat
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/10/17/climate/manchin-west-virginia-flooding.html?smid=tw-share


Rainelle as “bellwether for the future”

Source: NPR article

https://www.npr.org/2021/02/22/966428165/a-looming-disaster-new-data-reveal-where-flood-damage-is-an-existential-threat


What’s next?
A proposal in development with civic partners in Greenbrier 
County on lessons learned from the 2016 flood and next steps to 
increase community knowledge and response coordination, with 
plans to scale outcomes to high risk communities across WV



Thank you!
jamie.shinn@mail.wvu.edu

@JamieShinn5

mailto:jamie.shinn@mail.wvu.edu
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